[27V	28.]	singular solutions.	35
;rere*	But besides including the envelope this equation will also give
any	the locus of all points
toxxx®	(i)    at which two branches of the same curve touch, i.e. wilK
0:10	give all the cusps; this therefore as before is the cuspidal locus.
.  -	(ii)    at which two curves which are different but not consecu-i
a "3L	tive touch; this locus'is called a tac-locus.    Thus, for instance, if
ISS -	we have two infinite series of concentric circles one round each of
^    |*	two points, the straight line joining the centres (and produced
*s	both ways) is the locus of points of contact of two circles, one
0    *V	belonging to each system.
'©   0* • ;
-^	As before the cuspidal locus is rejected, not being a solution;
-,      ^	and reasoning exactly similar to that which led to the rejection of
of	the nodal locus indicates that the tac-locus is not a solution.
3   on	29.    Hence of all these the only solution of the differential
"bins	equation is the en^Lopej4ocus; and this, and this alone, we call
.odLai	the  " Singular So!Mon"  of  the  differential  equation. r   Either
atial	method of obtaining the envelope-locus may introduce some of
f tJ&&	the other loci which have just been shewn not to be solutions;
and therefore in any particular case, unless the equation, derived
ochh	obviously represents the envelope and nothing but the envelope,
jn of	it *s necessary to try whether the result satisfies the differential
equation.    Should it not do so, it may happen that the equation
can be resolved into others that are simpler, and one or more than
>*** &	one of them may satisfy the equation; these will then constitute
aow-	the  Singular  Solution.     And  those  which  do  not   satisfy  the
least*	differential equation will be found to be loci, which according to
310x1;	the principles above explained ought to be rejected.
of jp
80.    It is to be understood that an irreducible differential
equation has riot necessarily a singular solution.    Thus let the
;	discriminant with regard to p of
"	<£ (®> y>P) = ®
\	be denoted by Z7, where U is a function of the variable coefficients
of p in this equation, and suppose that U cannot be resolved into
Ltion	simple factors.
If the equation U = 0 be a solution of the differential equation,
I	then the value of p is given by

